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Abstract: From October to November, ,**- the sun became very active. The plural

numbers of active region appeared on the solar surface. The most prominent one was

the number .20, which yielded extremely large flares X+1/.B at *3/+UT on October
,2, and X+*/,B at ,*-1UT on October ,3. These big flares hurled massive coronal

mass ejections (CMEs) toward the earth. In this paper the solar-terrestrial relation-

ship during the October super magnetic storms is discussed. Two fast moving clouds

of gas from the sun swept the earth and sparked extreme geomagnetic storms

producing the big ground magnetic field depressions of approximately �-/* nT and

�.** nT of Dst.
Several interesting magnetic field variations observed in interplanetary space and

their relationships to the ground magnetic field variations are discussed. Topics are as

follows: +) magnetic field polarity changes of the north-south component Bz of

interplanetary magnetic field conveyed with the interplanetary coronal mass ejections

(ICMEs) and their response to the magnetic field variations on the ground, ,) large
amplitude tail flapping motions observed in the distant tail at about�+0* Re, -) large
amplitude Pc / oscillations globally observed on the ground during the recovery phase
of the super magnetic storm, and .) large amplitude Pc - ULF waves observed in space
from upstream through the magnetosheath to the dusk-side outer magnetosphere.

key words: coronal mass ejection, interplanetary magnetic field, geomagnetic storm,

MHD waves

+. Introduction

Solar activity occurred on October to November ,**-, that yielded violent super
magnetic storms in the terrestrial magnetosphere. The magnetic activity occurred in

less than a day from the beginning of the solar flares. The solar wind speed was

extremely high. In order to predict the geo-e#ectiveness of such solar activity accurate
knowledge of the solar-terrestrial relationship is desired. This storm event is a suitable

example for this study. In this paper the important geomagnetic phenomena that

occurred during this super magnetic storm and their relationships to solar wind features

are examined in detail. In Section , the observed extremely high-speed solar wind and
CMEs are examined. A typical relationship between ICMEs and their geo-e#ectiveness
is discussed in Section -. The relationships between the solar wind conditions observed

by the ACE satellite in the region upstream, and tail flapping motions observed by the

,+
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WIND satellite in the distant tail downstream are examined in Section .. Extremely

large amplitude Pc / oscillations and their characteristics are examined in Section /.

Pc - pulsations (+*�/* s in period) observed in interplanetary space, the magnetosheath

and the dusk-side outer magnetosphere observed by the GEOTAIL satellite are ex-

amined in Section 0. Summary and discussions are described in Section 1.

,. Extremely high-speed solar wind

Large X-ray flares occurred at *3/+ UT on October ,2, and ,*-1 UT on October ,3.

Ejected coronal materials were hurled toward the earth, and observed in interplanetary

space following shocks. The first and second shocks were observed at *//3 UT on

October ,3, and at +0,* UT on October -* by ACE, at ,-* Re upstream. The first

shock was identified clearly accompanied with the associated shock sheath, while the

second shock was not clear and did not accompany the shock sheath. During this

period the WIND satellite stayed in the distant tail at �+0* Re and observed these

interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs). WIND observed the first shock at

*0+2 UT. The second shock was not identified clearly in the magnetic field. The

plasma data of both satellite, ACE and WIND were not available for this storm period.

This was due to the instrument damage for these severe storms. From the observations

of onsets times of flares and sscs we can estimate transit times of these shocks from the

sun to the earth, which were ,*.- hrs and ,*.* hrs for the first and second shocks,

respectively, which are amongst the highest speed ever observed. These observations

are summarized in Table +.

We tried to examine a relationship between arrival times of super magnetic storms

with Dst��,** nT observed in this solar cycle from +330 to ,**- and corresponding

initial speeds of CMEs. The initial speeds of CMEs are employed from the LASCO

CME CATALOG (http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/cme_list/). The arrival times of sscs

for sampled +, super magnetic storms and the initial speeds of the CMEs corresponding

to these storms are tabulated in Table ,. The relationship is shown in Fig. +. By

taking into account of the initial speeds of the first and second CMEs of the October

,**- superstorms, the arrival times of the ssc are clearly understood to be shortest

amongst the ever observed sscs. Therefore, this relationship is very useful to predict

the + AU arrival time of ssc.

Table +. A summary of flare onset times and shock transit times of October ,**- storm.

+st flare ,nd flare

+
,
-
.
/

0
1

Flare onset time

Shock observed time at ACE (,-* Re)

ssc onset time

Shock observed time at WIND (�+0* Re)

Shock speed estimated from ACE and

WIND arrival times

Travel time from the sun to the earth

Shock speed estimated from travel time

from the sun to the earth

*3/+ UT Oct ,2, ,**-
*//3 UT Oct ,3, ,**-
*0++ UT Oct ,3, ,**-
*0+2 UT Oct ,3, ,**-
,+23 km/s

,*.- hrs

,*.3 km/s

,*-1 UT Oct ,3, ,**-
+0,* UT Oct -*, ,**-
+0-1 UT Oct -*, ,**-
Not identified

Not calculated

,*.* hrs

,+3- km/s
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-. Field rotations of ICMEs and corresponding geomagnetic disturbances

Figure , shows the ICMEs successively observed by ACE on October ,3�-*, which
is a typical example of ICME observed in interplanetary space. Clear field rotations of

IMF can be seen. The first shock was observed at *//2UT on October ,3, ac-

companied with a sharp increase of the magnetic field intensity, and also followed by the

shock sheath, in which the magnetic field varied violently, and thereafter the ICME

Table ,. Relationship between Halo Type CME and SSC Storm with Dst��,** nT from +330 to ,**-.

No. Year
SSC

MM/DD/UT

Dst

MM/DD

Dst

(nT)

Lag time

(hh:mm)

CME

MM/DD

CME

UT
Type

V+
(km/s)

+
,
-
.
/
0
1
2
3
+*
++
+,
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,***
,***
,***
,***
,**+
,**+
,**+
,**+
,**-
,**-
,**-

//-/+1.-
./0/+0.*

1/+//+.-3
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-/-+/**/,
./++/+-./
++/0/*+/,

++/,./*///
+*/,3/*0++
+*/-*/+0-1
++/,*/*2*.

//.
./1

1/+0
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++/,.
+*/-*
+*/-*
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Fig. +. The relationship between the arrival times of superstorms (Dst��,** nT) and the initial

speeds of the corresponding Halo type CMEs.
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exhibited again clear field rotations. In particular, the north-south component of the

magnetic field, Bz showed a clear field rotation from northward to southward. The

other two field components, Bx and By also showed clear field rotations, i.e., from

earthward to sunward for the Bx component, and from westward to eastward for the By
component, respectively. These field rotations continued until *-UT on October -*
while the first ICME passed the earth. The second shock arrived at +0+2UT on
October -*. Its shock sheath was not clearly identified. The body of the second
ICME arrived immediately after the second shock. The magnetic field also clearly

rotated from southward to northward for the Bz component, earthward to sunward for

Bx and westward to eastward for By, respectively.

These successive ICMEs produced big geomagnetic disturbances in the terrestrial

magnetosphere. This is shown in Fig. -, which shows the geomagnetic disturbances
observed at the IMAGE chain magnetometer stations (http://www.ava.fmi.fi/image/

index.html). The storm sudden commencement (ssc) was observed at *0++UT at all
of the stations, indicating the shock arrival at the ground. After the first ssc the

geomagnetic field showed disturbances, in particular, from *2**�+***UT on October
,3, ,**-. There were some negative bay signatures at high latitude stations. This
might be caused by fluctuation of IMF Bz around * nT. Then the activity remained
quiet for a while. This is due to the geo-e#ectiveness for the north�south component of
the IMF Bz, almost zero. That continued for about 3 hrs until +/UT on October ,3.
Around +/UT the IMF Bz turned negative and geomagnetic activity became active, i.e.,
substorm activity began to develop and continued for about +, hrs. Around *-UT on

Fig. ,. The ICMEs observed by ACE at ,-*Re upstream in the super magnetic storm period from

October ,3 to -+, ,**-. From the top to bottom panels are the magnetic field intensity, and

three components of the magnetic field in the GSE coordinates. The field rotations are

clearly identified in all of the components.
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October -* the IMF Bz turned positive, and then, geomagnetic activity subsided and

remained quiet until +/ UT. At that moment the second ICME passed past the earth.

The large negative IMF Bz followed. The geomagnetic field then became active again,

while enhanced substorm activity that continued for about 2 hrs. Around ** UT on

October -+ the IMF Bz turned positive. Geomagnetic activity suddenly subsided again.

However, thereafter the activity of ULF pulsations enhanced. Large amplitude Pc /
waves were observed during this period.

Therefore, a clear relationship between the field rotation of the IMF Bz component

and geomagnetic activity existed throughout this storm. It is evident that the behavior

of the IMF Bz primarily controls geomagnetic field activities although specific features in

the magnetosphere are controlled by the other solar wind parameters examined in the

following sections.

.. Tail flapping oscillations

During the super magnetic storm of October ,3�-+ WIND stayed in the nightside

distant tail at about X��+0*Re, where WIND measured large amplitude tail flapping

oscillations as shown in Fig. .. The oscillations were exhibited only in the X compo-

nent of the magnetic field as indicated with solid circles. The lack of oscillations in the

By and Bz components suggests that the oscillation was confined to the magnetic field,

oriented parallel to the sun-earth line in a X�Z plane. The period of the oscillations was

+*�-* min. The peak-to-peak amplitude was about -*�.* nT, and the oscillations were

Fig. -. The magnetic field variations observed at IMAGE chain stations during the October ,**-
super storm.
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quite symmetric about Bx�*, which means the boundary displacements associated with
this oscillation were in equal magnitude and direction. Therefore, the oscillation mode

corresponds to the anti-symmetric mode by Siscoe (+303). He pointed out that this
oscillation mode is similar to a rigid oscillation of the outer boundary about a central line.

In order to clarify their characteristics in detail, the oscillations exhibited in the

WIND magnetogram are compared with the magnetic field variations measured by the

ACE satellite located at about ,-* Re upstream of the bow shock. Figure / shows that
there are no periodic oscillations in the magnetic field intensity, �B�, and the X

Fig. .. The WIND observation of the magnetic field variations during the storm period. From the

top to bottom panels are Bx, By and Bz components of magnetic field in the GSE coordinates.

Large amplitude tail flapping oscillations are exhibited only in the Bx component indicated

with two circles.

Fig. /. The tail flapping oscillations observed by WIND at �+01 Re immediately after passing of the

first ICME. No oscillations observed by ACE upstream at ,-* Re.
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component of the magnetic field, Bx, of the ACE magnetograms, as shown in the upper

panel of the figure. The bottom panel shows the oscillations, which are identified only

in the Bx component of the magnetogram observed by WIND with the period of about

+*�-*m. The oscillations continued from *2UT to +0UT on October ,3 as indicated
with a horizontal arrow. This oscillation occurred immediately after the passing of the

first shock by WIND.

Another example of such oscillations was observed immediately after the second

shock as shown in Fig. 0, in which the magnetic fields observed by ACE and WIND are
given in the upper and the lower panels, respectively. In the upper panel there are no

clear oscillations of the magnetic field intensity and X component at ACE. In the lower

panel the oscillations are clearly identified in the X component from ,,UT on October
-* to *,UT on October -+ as indicated with a horizontal arrow. The magnetic field of

the X component varied with a period of about +*�-*m and amplitude of �-*�.* nT.
Moreover, the oscillation was symmetric about Bx�*, suggesting that the oscillation is
anti-symmetric about the central line.

/. Large amplitude Pc / oscillation

During the recovery phase of the super magnetic storm, IMF Bz continued

northward with the amplitude of about ,* nT. In this period ULF wave activity

became active. In particular, two intervals of large amplitude Pc / oscillations were
observed from */-1 to *1.*UT, and from ++ to +.UT. Figure 1 shows a typical
example of such large amplitude Pc / oscillations observed at a high latitude station,

Fig. 0. The tail flapping oscillations observed by WIND immediately after passing of the second

ICME. The upper and lower two panels indicate the magnetic field variations of the

intensity and the Bx component in the GSE coordinates observed by ACE and WIND,

respectively.
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Andenes (geomag. latitude�00./�N, geomag. long.�+**..�E), as a representative

station of the Image chain stations in the auroral zone, and a low latitude station,

Iriomote (geomag. lat.�+-.0�N, geomag. long.�+3-.0�E). The Pc / oscillations were

observed simultaneously at both stations, suggesting that this Pc / oscillation might be

excited over a large scale in latitude and longitude from high to low latitude and from

early morning to evening. Iriomote was located in the evening side at this local time.

Power spectra are shown in Fig. 2 for an interval of +/m from *///UT to *0+*UT as

indicated with the vertical lines in Fig. 1. The Pc / spectral peak occurs at about .
mHz at both stations.

From these observations we can summarize that large amplitude Pc / oscillations

can be simultaneously observed over a large range of latitude and longitude with a

similar spectral frequency of about .mHz. The important characteristics for this Pc /
event are the large amplitude and the long period oscillations. The reason why this Pc

/ occurred with such a large amplitude and with such a long period is a question. We

surveyed the solar wind parameters at this moment. Figure 3 shows the solar wind

parameters observed by ACE during this interval, in which the solar wind proton

density, solar wind bulk speed and Bz component of the magnetic field are given in the

upper, middle and lower panels, respectively. Two successive solar wind density

enhancements were observed during the northward IMF Bz approximately at */**UT

and +*,*UT. The density jumps were from + #/cc to . #/cc, and from + #/cc to +*

Fig. 1. Comparison of Pc / magnetic field oscillations, X and Y components (upper panel) at a high
latitude station, Andenes (L�0.,0) and H and D components (lower panel) at a low latitude
station, Iriomote (L�+.*0). Pc / oscillations were observed similarly between them. The

interval of vertical dotted lines is used for a calculation of power spectrum shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Solar wind density enhancements (top panel) observed by the ACE satellite, indicated with

the dashed lines at the times, */**UT and +*-*UT during the northward IMF, Bz (lower

panel). The variation of the solar wind bulk speed is shown in the middle panel.

Fig. 2. Comparison of power spectra of the Y and D component magnetic field Pc / oscillations

during the interval of +/min from *///UT to *0+*UT indicated with the dotted vertical

lines in the previous figure, observed at Andenes (solid curve) and Iriomote (dotted curve).

Spectral peaks stand at about .mHz. However, the power is larger with approximately ,*
dB at Andenes compared with that at Iriomote.
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#/cc for the first and second case. The second density enhancement was severer and

continued for a longer period.

Therefore, we can suppose that these Pc /�s might be triggered by sudden compres-
sions of the magnetosphere due to the sudden enhancements of solar wind density.

Moreover, these Pc / events occurred during the recovery phase of the storm in the

prevailed intense northward IMF Bz. From the turning of IMF Bz to northward at **
UT on October -+ ULF wave activity became enhanced. Furthermore, the Dst index

attained�-/* nT and�.** nT for the first and second storms, respectively, suggesting
that the ring current developed during these storms. Therefore, heavy ions might be

expected to be injected into the inner magnetosphere during the main phase. These

solar wind and magnetospheric conditions seem to be essential for triggering these large

amplitude and long period Pc / in the magnetosphere. Therefore, we can conclude that

these Pc /�s happened to occur when these conditions are matched in between the solar
wind and the magnetosphere by chance.

0. Pc - ULF waves observed in the foreshock, magnetosheath and outer magnetosphere

Another topic related to this storm is an intense Pc - ULF wave activity observed
by GEOTAIL in space. During later phase of the first ICME, when the IMF was

strongly northward, the GEOTAIL satellite traversed from the upstream region of the

quasi-perpendicular shock, through the dusk-side magnetosheath and to the outer

magnetosphere. Large amplitude Pc - waves were observed throughout the trajectory

Fig. +*. An overview of the magnetic field variations observed in the upstream region to the dusk-side

outer magnetosphere along the GEOTAIL satellite trajectory during the interval of +, hrs
from ****UT to +,**UT on October -*. From top to bottom the panels are three

components of the magnetic fields, Bx, By, and Bz in GSM coordinates, and the magnetic

field intensity, respectively.
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of GEOTAIL. The peak-to-peak amplitude was approximately - nT in the upstream

region, and 0�1 nT in the magnetosheath and in the outer magnetosphere. The

observed characteristics of the Pc - waves are summarized as follows: (i) The dominant

frequency was observed at ,*�-*mHz. (ii) The spectral peak power was approximate-

ly /�+* nT,/Hz in the upstream region, 2�+* nT,/Hz in the magnetosheath and +./�
+*, nT,/Hz in the outer magnetosphere. (iii) The dominant oscillation was di#erent in
each region; transverse in the upstream and the magnetosheath region near the bow

shock, and compressional in the magnetosheath near the magnetopause and in the outer

magnetosphere. (iv) Wave energy propagated earthward and duskward, perpendicular

to the magnetic field-line with the Poynting flux of approximately -�.�+*�0 W/m, on

average.

Figure +* shows the observed magnetic field variations from ** h to +, hUT on

October -*, when the satellite traversed upstream of the quasi-perpendicular shock to

the dusk-side outer magnetosphere. Three components of magnetic field, Bx, By and Bz

in the GSM coordinates, the magnetic field intensity, Bt, are presented from the top to

the bottom panels, respectively. Multiple crossings of the bow shock are observed from

*,UT to *0UT, which are characterized by impulsive or rectangular sudden changes in

the magnetic field variations. Pc - ULF waves are recognized throughout the interval.

Fig. ++. A typical example of Pc - oscillations observed in the upstream region. The transverse

oscillation is clearly identified with the largest oscillations in the By component of the

magnetic field in the MFA coordinates.
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They appear as being crowded with high-frequency variations. In particular, the large

amplitude oscillations are clearly recognized in the later phase from *1UT, when the
satellite passed through the dusk-side magnetosheath and the outer magnetosphere.

The observed characteristics of Pc - waves in each region are presented in order as
follows.

An example of Pc - waves seen upstream of quasi-perpendicular shock is shown in
Fig. ++ with representing traces of filtered Pc -, band-pass filtered from ,*mHz to /*
mHz, from *+**UT (+/-0MLT) to *+-*UT (+/.,MLT). From the top to bottom

panels are three components of the magnetic field and two components of the electric

field. The traces are presented with the field-aligned coordinates (MFA), in which the

Z axis is parallel to the local mean-magnetic field, which is calculated every +*min.
The Y axis is taken in a plane perpendicular to the plane containing the satellite and the

center of the earth. The X axis is set to the direction of a vector product between Y and

Z axes. The horizontal axis of the figure indicates universal time (UT), magnetic local

time (MLT), L-values and magnetic latitude (LAT). Tick marks are given each

minute with a large mark at every +*min. The Pc - oscillations seem to be coherent in

Fig. +,. A typical example of Pc - oscillations observed in the magnetosheath immediately after the
bow shock crossing during the interval of ,*min from *1,*UT to *1.*UT. The large

amplitude oscillations (0�2 nT in peak-peak) are clearly observed in all components of the

magnetic field, and in the magnetic field intensity.
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both fields. The largest amplitude oscillations are seen in the Bx and By components of

the magnetic field, attaining 0�1 nT peak to peak in the By component. For the electric

field the peak to peak amplitude is ,mV/m in the Ey component. Therefore, the

oscillations are known as transverse oscillations.

Figure +, shows traces of the magnetic and electric field variations during the

period of ,*min from *1,*UT to *1.*UT (+1,.MLT) when the satellite traversed
through the dusk-side magnetosheath immediately after crossing the bow shock. The

peak-to-peak amplitude of the oscillation is 0�1 nT, almost the same for the three
components of magnetic field. Therefore, the magnetic field oscillation exhibits both

transverse and compressional modes. The electric field oscillates coherently to the

magnetic field oscillation with amplitude of ,�-mV/m. The power spectra of the

magnetic field are shown in Fig. +-. From the figure two dominant spectral peaks can

be recognized at -*mHz and 0*mHz. These spectral peak powers are approximately

same in both oscillation components, By and Bz, with the power of 1�+* nT,/Hz.

Another interval is examined for +/min from *1.*UT to *1//UT when the

satellite stayed in the magnetosheath closely to the magnetopause. The filtered traces

of three components of the magnetic field and two components of the electric field are

shown in Fig. +.. Inspecting the figure the oscillation amplitude is largest in the Bz

component. The peak-to-peak amplitude is about 1�2 nT. While, for the transverse

components the amplitude is -�/ nT on average. Therefore, the dominant oscillation

changed to the oscillation parallel to the magnetic field-line, which means the com-

pressional mode.

The Poynting flux is given in Fig. +/. The Poynting flux reaches approximately to

Fig. +-. Power spectra of Pc - for the interval of ,*m from *1,* to *1.*UT. Two spectral peaks

can be identified in each field component at the frequency of -*mHz and 0*mHz,

respectively. The spectral powers of the transverse (By) and compressional (Bz) components

are almost same.
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+�,�+*�0W/m,. Comparing the perpendicular (Sperp) and parallel (Sz) components

with respect to the mean magnetic field, the perpendicular component was superior to

the parallel one, suggesting that the wave energy propagates dominantly perpendicular

to the magnetic field-line. The direction was duskward.

Then, the satellite crossed the magnetopause at approximately *2**UT (+1-*
MLT). In this case the magnetopause crossing was not clearly identified. This might

be masked by the prevailing northward orientation of the IMF, Bz. The Pc - oscilla-
tions were, however, clearly identified in this region as shown in Fig. +*. The wave

trace given in Fig. +0 was for a -*min interval from *2+*UT to *2.*UT when the
satellite stayed in the duskside outer magnetosphere immediately after crossing the

magnetopause. The peak to peak amplitude of the Pc - was approximately 0�1 nT in
the field-aligned component of the magnetic field, Bz, and /�0 nT in the transverse
components, Bx and By. The oscillation was characterized by the compressional mode,

almost the same seen in the magnetosheath near the outside of the magnetopause. The

dominant power was +�+*, nT,/Hz at the frequency of -*mHz in the compressional
component, Bz. The Poynting flux was approximately ,�-�+*�0W/m, and dominant

in the perpendicular component, whose propagation was tailward.

Fig. +.. A typical example of Pc - oscillations observed in the magnetosheath close to the

magnetopause. The compressional component of the magnetic field, Bz is superior to the

other two transverse components, Bx, and By, and extends to approximately 0�1 nT on

average.
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Summarizing, on October -*, ,**- GEOTAIL traversed from the upstream region

to the dusk-side outer magnetosphere through the magnetosheath. The amplitude of

Pc - observed in these regions was very large, almost the same in the magnetosheath and

in the outer magnetosphere, 0�2 nT, and amongst the largest ever observed in these

regions. Usually the amplitude of Pc - is larger in the magnetosheath than in the outer

magnetosphere, and the transmission rate is +*�,�+*�-. However, in this case the

amplitude of Pc - in the outer magnetosphere was almost the same to that observed in

the magnetosheath. This might be due to the matching of several conditions of the

solar wind in this storm period: the solar wind dynamic pressure was very large, the IMF

Bz was very intense and northward throughout this interval.

The oscillation mode was di#erent in the upstream, magnetosheath and outer

magnetosphere regions. In the upstream region transverse oscillations were dominant

and it may be generated by a cyclotron instability. On the other hand, in the

Fig. +/. Poynting flux of the Pc -. From top to bottom the Poynting flux X, Y and Z-components,

Sx, Sy and Sz, respectively, and the perpendicular component to the magnetic field, Sperp, and

angles of Poynting flux respective to a direction of magnetic field, the polar angle, Alpha

and the azimuth angle, Beta. The Sy component of the Poynting flux is superior to the

others, and the Alpha�3*�, and the Beta�3*�, indicating that the Pc - wave energy

propagates predominantly duskward perpendicular to the magnetic field-line.
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magnetosheath near the magnetopause the oscillation changed to the compressional

mode. The compressibility seemed to increase as the satellite approached the

magnetopause. This might be due to the mixing of the conveyed cyclotron waves from

the upstream region with the waves generated in the magnetosheath, where the mirror

mode instability may be dominant as suggested by Anderson and Fuselier (+33-),
Anderson et al. (+33.), Gray and Winske (+33-), and Song et al. (+33,, +33.). In the

outer magnetosphere the compressional mode was dominant. This might be due to the

transmission of the magnetosheath waves. The average direction of the Poynting flux

was duskward, perpendicular to the average magnetic field, which indicates that Pc -
wave energy in the dusk-side magnetosheath and the outer magnetoshere propagates

duskward along with the draped duskward magnetic field and bulk flow in this region.

1. Summary and discussions

The primary importance in this study is that the causal relationship between the

solar flares and their produced CMEs and the ICMEs, and their geo-e#ectiveness to the

Fig. +0. A typical example of Pc - oscillations in the outer magnetosphere immediately after the

magnetopause crossing. The compressional component of the magnetic field, Bz is superior

to the other two transverse components, Bx and By. The amplitude of Bz is larger and

extends to 0�1 nT on average.
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terrestrial magnetosphere. The extremely large flares that occurred on October ,2 and
,3, ,**-, produced extremely high-speed interplanetary coronal mass ejections and some
of the largest magnetic field variations in the terrestrial magnetosphere ever recorded.

A variety of enhanced activity was studied both in the space and on the ground. The

observations by ACE and WIND revealed the peculiar magnetic and plasma structures

in the interplanetary space in regions, upstream and downstream of the earth. The

results from GEOTAIL clarified the properties of Pc - ULF waves from upstream and

downstream of the bow shock, and in the dusk-side outer magnetosphere. The ground

observations provide us a new insight into the dynamic response of the magnetosphere

to these interplanetary disturbances. All of these contributed to establish a new

perspective for the space weather prediction. The results from the examination of these

satellite and ground observations during this super magnetic storm are summarized as

follows:

+) Extremely high-speed solar wind hurled from the big flares was observed approxi-

mately as ,*** km/s.
,) The transit time of this high-speed solar wind from the sun to the earth was about ,*
hrs.

-) This high-speed solar wind produced large amplitude magnetotail flapping motions.
.) A series of ICMEs yielded typical magnetic field rotations of the IMF, with the Bz

component turnings of the north-south and south-north directions.

/) These IMF Bz polarization changes produced a typical response of the magnetic field

activity of the terrestrial magnetosphere.

0) The southward orientation of the IMF, Bz produced substorm activities and large

negative Dst variations extending to�-/* nT and/or�.** nT, on the ground.
1) The northward orientation of the IMF, Bz enhanced magnetic pulsation activity in the

magnetosphere.

2) During the northward IMF large amplitude Pc / oscillations were observed over the
regions extending from the early morning to the pre-midnight, and from high to low

latitude.

3) Enhanced Pc - wave activity was observed from the upstream region, through the

magnetosheath, and to the dusk-side outer magnetosphere.

+*) The amplitude of the Pc - was .�/ nT in the upstream region, and 0�1 nT in the
magnetosheath and the outer magnetosphere. These observed amplitudes are

amongst the largest ever observed there.

++) Very high transmission e$ciency of the Pc - waves from the magnetosheath to the

outer magnetosphere was observed during this period.

+,) The Poynting flux of the Pc - showed tailward propagation, dominantly perpendic-
ular to the magnetic field-line.

A variety of magnetic field variations were examined in this study. First of all the

transit time of the ICME was found to be surprisingly very short, about ,* hrs for both
CMEs occurred on October ,2, and ,3, ,**-. Gopalswamy et al. (,**+) studied statis-
tically the relationship between the transit time and the initial speed of the CME. How-

ever, they have no data for such a high solar wind speed in their study. The initial speeds

of the CMEs occurred on October, ,2 and ,3, ,**- were approximately ,./3 km/s,
and ,*,3 km/s. Moreover, by comparing arrival times by ACE and WIND satellites
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staying upstream of the bow shock and downstream in the distant tail, respectively, the

speed for the first shock was estimated as ,+23 km/s. The high speed of this shock

suggests that the deceleration of the initial speed of CME is not e#ective to the distance
of +AU. Therefore, the observed high initial speeds of CMEs for this October

superstorm can not be directly compared with the result obtained by Gopalswamy et al.

(,**+). The relationship should be considered in more detail. This is our future

work.

The relationship between transit times of super magnetic storms (Dst��,** nT)
and initial speeds of CMEs is shown in Fig. +. This figure suggests that the observation

of initial speed of CME is important for prediction of arrival time of super magnetic

storms.

Tail flapping oscillations were observed in the very distant tail at �+0* Re in this

study. Such a distant tail observation of flapping oscillations has never been reported.

Much of the observation of the tail flapping motion reported so far were at most the

distance to �-*��0* Re. The previous studies reported by Mihalov et al. (+31*),
Toichi and Miyazaki (+310), and Nishida and Lyon (+31,) were based on satellite
observations performed by Explorer --, -. and -/ within such distances. The typical

characteristics of the flapping motion of the magnetotail reported by them were -�2min
for the period and at most about +* nT for the amplitude.

However, in this study the WIND satellite encountered the high-speed solar wind

at the distant tail of about�+0* Re during this storm. The amplitude of the observed

tail flapping motions was very large, about -*�.* nT. In general it is not considered

that such large amplitude tail flapping motions might be due to the intrinsic geomagnetic

field in such a distant tail. Therefore, the observed oscillations might be the magnetic

field variations when they reconnected to the magnetic field of the ICMEs only in the X

component.

The oscillations were observed only in the X component of the magnetic field.

This means that the oscillation occurred alternately in the earthward and tailward

oriented magnetic field in a X-Z plane. The amplitude of the alternate oscillations of

the magnetic field was almost same. Therefore, the oscillation might be symmetric

about the central line of the tail. Three decades ago Siscoe (+303) reported that there
was a possibility of two types of the tail flapping oscillation in the magnetotail, i.e., one

is symmetric and the other is anti-symmetric. The observed characteristics in this study

are in good agreement with the anti-symmetric oscillation mode since the magnetotail

oscillated as a rigid oscillation of the outer boundaries about the center.

Large amplitude Pc / waves were observed during the recovery phase of the
magnetic storm. This Pc / was characterized with a very coherent oscillation over
widely spaced ground stations. The reason why such a coherent Pc / oscillation was
observed might be due to the fact that it oscillated globally, like as a global mode, excited

by a sudden compression of the magnetosphere due to the sudden enhancement of solar

wind dynamic pressure, and the reason why the amplitude of the oscillation was very

large might be due to the fact that it occurred during the intense northward IMF Bz, and

also in the recovery phase of this super magnetic storm.

The condition of the magnetosphere during this period seemed to be very suitable

for excitation of ULF waves. It has been well known that the Kelvin-Hermholtz
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instability at the magnetospheric boundary is easily excited in such conditions (Miura,

+33/). Moreover, the solar wind density was enhanced at that moment. This might

be another important factor to trigger the Pc /. This solar wind density enhancement

was also observed by GEOTAIL. Large amplitude density oscillations were observed

by GEOTAIL at the dawn side magnetopause. However, the period of the density

oscillation observed by GEOTAIL was longer than that of the observed Pc / on the
ground. At this moment the longitudinal location of GEOTAIL was almost similar to

that of the IMAGE chain stations. Therefore, the oscillation observed on the ground

might be of intrinsically magnetospheric origin and due to a global mode oscillation of

the magnetosphere.

Another interesting observation during this storm period was Pc - oscillations
observed in space by the GEOTAIL satellite, from upstream and downstream of the

bow shock, and in the dusk-side outer magnetosphere. The observation was from *. h
UT to *3 hUT on October -*, when the north-south component of the IMF was

completely northward with the intensity of /�+* nT.
Surprisingly, the amplitude of the Pc - was almost the same in the magnetosheath

and the outer magnetosphere. This was peculiar. Usually the amplitude of Pc -
observed in the magnetosphere is much less than that observed in the magnetosheath.

The transmission coe$cient is known to be +/+**�+/+***. The reason for the present

case might be due to the northward orientation of IMF, Bz.

Another important result concerns the oscillation characteristics of Pc -. These

varied from transverse oscillations observed in the upstream region to compressional

oscillations near the magnetopause. The compressibility increased when the satellite

approached the magnetopause. Anderson et al. (+33.) reported the association of
magnetic field fluctuations with the plasma depletion layer downstream of the quasi-

perpendicular shock, mainly in the stagnation region, and found that there were two

dominant spectral features. One was compressional fluctuations which related to the

mirror mode instability, and the other was transverse fluctuations closely related to the

cyclotron instability of H� and He,�. They concluded that these magnetic field

signatures and plasma properties were found to progress from mirror waves with high

b�p and low Ap in the magnetsheath proper to H
� and He,� cyclotron waves associated

with the high Ap and low b�p in the plasma depletion layer, where b�p and Ap mean a beta

ratio and an anisotropy factor, respectively. The above results in our study might be

due to similar reasons discussed by Anderson et al. (+33.).
In this study plasma data are not available to use due to the improper operation of

low energy plasma instruments (LEP) onboard GEOTAIL during the storm period.

Therefore, the plasma characteristics could not be identified in this study. However,

both types of oscillations were observed in the magnetosheath. Therefore, they might

correspond to the mirror waves and ion cyclotron waves, respectively.

Lee et al. (+322) studied a simulation of waves generated in the magnetosheath
under the assumption of a high ion temperature anisotropy, from which they found that

a large temperature anisotropy generates a mirror wave downstream of a quasi-

perpendicular shock, and in the earth’s bow shock large amplitude (perturbed B almost

equal to B*) mirror waves develop downstream of the shock ramp. The large amplitude

Pc - waves observed in the magnetosheath might be supported by this simulation study.
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Compressional mode oscillations dominated the transverse mode in the dusk side

outer magnetosphere. This result is consistent with our previous study of Pc -
oscillations using the GEOTAIL magnetic field observation for the satellite trajectory

along with the dayside magnetopause, in which the compressional oscillation was

dominant near the magnetopause boundary. When the satellite trajectory was

separated from the magnetopause to the magnetosphere, the oscillation characteristics

changed to the transverse oscillation and the signature of the field-line resonance was

much clearly identified (Sakurai et al., +333).

2. Conclusion

The causal relationship between the solar flares and their produced magnetic field

variations in the terrestrial magnetosphere can be studied on the basis of a variety of

phenomenon observed in the interplanetary space, in the magnetosphere and on the

ground during the period of the super magnetic storm occurred from October ,3 to -+,
,**-. The most important observation was the very high solar wind. The high stream

solar winds successively produced big disturbances in the terrestrial magnetosphere.

The period is the declining phase of the solar activity of the solar cycle ,-. Why did

such big flares occur during this phase? This question is most important to be resolved,

but it remains still unresolved. However, we were able to obtain many valuable insights

into the solar-terrestrial relationship throughout this study.
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